A Must-Have Item!!

Features over 3,000 color photos and over 400,000 words describing and showing, step-by-step, hundreds of fly-tying techniques! Leeson and Schollmeyer have collaborated to produce this masterful volume which will be the standard fly-tying reference book for the entire trout-fishing world. Through enormous effort on their part they bring to all who love flies and fly fishing a wonderful compendium of fly-tying knowledge. 3,000+ Color photos, indexed, dust jacket; 8.5x11 inches, 464 pgs.

Personal Review: The Fly Tiers Benchside Reference by Jim Schollmeyer
Absolutely astounding! If there's such a thing as a Nobel Peace (of mind) Prize for fly fishing literature, this volume would be a hands down winner.
The sheer magnitude to tackle such a task is overwhelming and Leeson and Schollmeyer have to be commended for even undertaking such a momentous endeavor.

I have tied flies pretty much the same way over the years and "if it's not broke, don't fix it". Right now I'm eager to fix a lot of my old and "broken" methods and step outside of my box and into theirs.

I knew having researched many reviews that this volume wouldn't tell me how to tie a particular or specific fly pattern however their latest book should answer that issue if anyone's interested.

The quality is outstanding both in print and in photography. The text and photography are concise and held to the highest possible standards.

Because this is sure to become a classic my only negative comment would be that each and every book wasn't autographed.

5 Stars +

Well done Gentlemen!
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